
PE– Hockey and Gymnastics 
 

 To be able to control the ball by dribbling and using a stick. 

To pass to the right and left whilst travelling. 

To pass the ball whilst travelling up the court and to shoot-

with speed from appropriate positions. 

To use tackling to take possession of the ball. 

To refine passing and shooting skills. 

To practice and refine skills learnt so far. 

To understand and identify symmetry and asymmetry. 

To move and balance showing specific planned shapes and 

variations in speed and level. 

To individually and in twos be able to analyze and say why 

they like a sequence. 

To adapt and transfer learned skills onto appropriate  

Apparatus. 

Maths 
Number and Place Value, Addition, Subtraction,  

Multiplication, Fractions, Decimals, Percentages, 

Ratio and Proportion, Algebra, Measures,  

Geometry - Properties of Shapes, Position and  

Direction, Statistics 

Music - Make you feel my love 

To learn how to listen to and evaluate a song. 

To perform a song. 

To work together as an ensemble.  

To recognise the style of the music and to 

understand its main style indicators. 

To understand and use general musical vocabu-

lary and specific vocabulary linked to the song. 

Topic—History/Geography, Art/DT 

To use iPads to research key figures in WW1—Lord Kitchener, Archduke Franz 

Ferdinand. 

To understand the events that led to the start of WW1 

To identify on a map, the countries of the allied forces 

To understand propaganda and create a poster 

To research WW1 recipes and understand what rationing was  and why it was 

necessary 

To learn about food hygiene  when cooking WW1 recipes 

To understand what life was like in the trenches for a soldier in WW1 

To create a model of the trenches 

To learn about the impact of WW1 on ordinary people and how it changed their 

lives. 

To research the role of children in WW1 

Science– Properties and Changes of materi-

als 
To know that some materials will dissolve in liquid 

to form a solution, and describe how to recover a 

substance from a solution. 

To use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to 

decide how mixtures might be separated, includ-

ing through filtering, sieving and evaporating. 

To identify the properties of different materials 

and explain why they are needed in certain envi-

ronments. 

To demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and 

changes of state are reversible changes. 

To explain that some changes result in the forma-

tion of new materials, and that this kind of 

change is not usually reversible. 

English 

 

One Boy’s War 

Stay Where You Are And Then Leave 

PSHCE/Seal 

 

To know the skills and attributes of an effective learner and try to develop 

these skills.  

To recognise and celebrate my own achievements.  

To know that if at first I don’t succeed it is worth trying again.  

To understand what my body needs to keep it healthy. 

To understand what could harm my body. 

To know how to maintain personal hygiene.  

RE–  Missionaries 

To know that missionaries work in many ways to share 

God’s love. 

To understand that missionaries are inspired by God.  

To know that missionaries meet practical and spiritual 

needs. 

To know that ‘mission’ can be a life choice or a short 

term project. 

To identify some of the values by which a Christian 

minister lives.    
 

AUTUMN 2 

 

French- Le Monde 

To learn the points of the compass. 

To  write 3 sentences about my home town. 

To draw and write a post card from as holiday 

destination ion France.  

World War 1 

Spring 1 


